
Rating Surveillance Panel Teleconference 
February 26, 2020, 10:30am – 11:30am 

 
Attendees: 
Michael Kasimirsky, Jeff Clark 
Bob Campbell, Jack Kobrinetz, Greg Price, Matt Hayden, Lee Cumberworth 
Brian Foecking, Vanessa DeCapite, Jonathon Bolaney 
Jonathon Cales, Dave Caproni, Amol Savant 
Jim Gutzwiller 
Victor Veiga 
Craig Springer, Bobby Trevino, Frank Lopez 
Lucio Dominguez, Tony Barrera, Addison Schweitzer 
Robert Stockwell 
 
Proposed format for the 2020 Light Duty Rating Workshop: 
Jeff Clark reviewed the proposed format for LD2020 (attached), based upon a meeting between the Rating SP Chairman, TMC, and 
TGC Chairman after the 2019 HD workshop.  The new format will  consist of: 

• Two sets of pistons, down from three sets. 
• Two VH skirt sets, down from four sets. 
• Two full  VH sludge engines, including oil  screens, up from one engine. 

Same start time on Monday.  No “calibration exercise” to open the workshop.  Interim data review mid-day on Tuesday.  Rating until  
Wednesday afternoon, with the final review Wednesday afternoon. 
Session B will  begin Thursday morning and end with a data review on Friday afternoon. 
Target Raters will  be required to enter each part after rating, prior to rating another, so that data can be reviewed in real time.  Target 
raters will  rate all  workshop parts.  Data review attendance is required. 
Session B will  be more open.  No parts assigned for this session.  Data review attendance is not required. 
Data review will  be by part location, across all parts, using graphical tools. 
 
Discussion of Sequence V Oil Screen Rating.  The group discussed oil  screen rating for 2020, as it is part of an upcoming dexos® 
specification.  Several different options were discussed, but no decisions were made on which way to proceed. 
 
Approval of previous meeting minutes.  The minutes for the 11/13/2019 teleconference were approved unanimously and without 
comment. 
 
The next meeting will  be in early April  2020. 


